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A remark on a theorem of Caradus

J.A. Johnson

It is shown how a result of S.R. Caradus on the approximation

problem can be obtained from known theorems.

Terms used here are standard (see [7] or [31).

Let X denote a Banach space, S its unit ball in the weak topology,

and X* the dual of X . In [/], the following theorem is proved:

(I) If X is reflexive and X* [considered as a subspaoe of the

continuous scalar-valued functions C{S) in the canonical way) is

complemented in C(S) , then X has the approximation property.

It is our purpose to point out that (I) is a corollary to some known

theorems that yield the stronger conclusion (II) below.

(II) Let X be any Banach space and C(S) the space of bounded

continuous functions on S . If X* is complemented in C(S) then X* ,

and therefore X , has the approximation property.

Proof. It is well known (see [Z] for an elementary proof) that C(K)

has the approximation property for K compact Hausdorff. Thus C(5) does

also (use the Stone-Cech compactification of S ). Now it is an easy

exercise to show that complemented subspaces inherit the approximation

property. It is also well known that if X* has the approximation

property, so does X (see [3, Remark, p. 113]). This completes the proof.

[Added 6 December 1971]. After this note had been accepted for

publication, it was pointed out to me by Professor Caradus that H.E. Lacey

had also made the observation that a more efficient proof exists. His

proof is somewhat different from mine, however. It shows that if X is
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reflexive and X* is complemented in C(S) then X is finite

dimensional.
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